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OVERVIEW OF QG1 ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION FACILITY
 Qatargas is one of the world’s largest LNG producing companies
• QG1 : 3 trains (3.3 MTPA)
• QG2 : 2 trains (7.8 MTPA)
• QG3/4 : 2 trains (7.8 MTPA)
 QG1 facilities operates six Fr6B Gas Turbines to drive power generators for meeting the electric 
power demand.
 HGPI and MI of Fr6B turbines is done every 32K & 64K hours respectively.
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 Features of QG1 Fr6B gas turbines:
• ISO rating 38340 KW
• Simple cycle mode
• Single shaft, 3-Stage turbine with 1st & 2nd
stage buckets and nozzles air cooled
• 17-Stage axial Compressor
• 10 Can annular reverse flow combustors
• Honey comb seals for 2nd & 3rd turbine stages 
to improve efficiency
• Accessory base contains starting system, lube 
oil console, shaft driven accessory gearbox 
driving lube and hydraulic oil pumps
• Electric motor starting facility
• Load gear for speed reduction
• Hot end drive generator
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
During rotor inspection in MI of Fr6B turbines, mild to severe pitting corrosion observed on axial 
compressor rotating and stationary blades. The extent of damage was severe on first 4 rows of both 
stationary and rotating blades .
FACTS:
 Severity of damage was above acceptance criteria.
 Liberation of affected blade during operation can result in catastrophic failure of downstream 
compressor stages.























GTG4 AxCo R1 Inspection performed from inlet 
plenum, without casing removal





























































































































S1 2.8 0.29 0.012 300 Elliptical, undercut, subsurface
S2 3.4 0.15 0.004 90 Elliptical, undercut, subsurface
S3 1.6 0.11 0.008 460 Elliptical, undercut, subsurface
S4 2.4 0.04 0.008 260 Elliptical, undercut, subsurface
R1 0.42 0.097 0.014 207 Standard elliptical
R2 0.35 0.23 0.031 524 Standard elliptical 
R3 0.26 0.16 0.022 384 Narrow deep elliptical

















R1 R2 R3 R4 S1 S2 S3 S4
C 0.13‐0.18 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.14
Mn 0.40‐0.60 0.53 0.51 0.56 0.50 0.54 0.52 0.52 0.50
Si Max. 0.50 0.22 0.46 0.25 0.50 0.14 <0.01 <0.01 0.24
P Max.0.025 0.013 0.024 0.019 0.01 0.02 0.019 0.018 0.022
S Max.0.010 0.006 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.003
Cr 11.5‐13.0 12.1 11.8 11.8 11.9 12.32 12.29 12.24 12.01
Ni Max.0.60 0.31 0.47 0.54 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.47
Mo Max.0.20 0.11 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.09
Nb 0.15‐0.25 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.21





































































0.3 – 1.0µ 1.0‐3.0µ 3.0‐10.0µ


















Feature F7 Filters (Existing) H12 Filters (New)
Filtration Efficiency ≥ 80% ≥ 99%
Filters lifetime 1 – 1.5 years 1 – 1.5 years (yet to prove at QG 
site  conditions)
Water & Salt Retention Not capable Capable
F7/H12 Filter Cartridges Comparison Table
REMEDIAL ACTIONS
 Recommended to proceed for modified filter cartridges (F7 to H12) to  improve filtration efficiency and 
prevent ingress of corrosive elements and moisture particles into axial compressor section (H12 filter 
cartridges are on order).
 Refurbishment of self‐cleaning pulse jet system carried out according to original design. The scope of 
refurbishment included:
• Replacement of defective solenoid valves
• Adjustment of sequential timing of pulsing cycle
• Adjustment of pulse air pressure
• Adjustment of pulse air stroke cycle
 Check/rectify filter houses for possible air leakages. Ensured correct installation of filter cartridges and no 
damage of flexible transition pieces.
 Review the water wash strategy which is currently under development  (Earlier water wash was performed 
on need basis in case of performance deterioration).
 Improved operating philosophy by minimizing standby duration of each Fr6B turbine to reduce the 
possibility of corrosion attack on machine internals. Furthermore water wash and accurate dry out of the 
turbine is ensured before putting it on stand by.
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CONCLUSION
 Gas turbine reliability is dependent upon integrity of the axial compressor blades.
 A defective or damaged compressor blade may result in airfoil liberation and downstream compressor 
damage if left unattended.
 Stringent inspection and acceptability criteria of compressor blades should therefore be followed during 
scheduled overhauls to ensure trouble free operation of the unit.
 Careful selection, optimal operation and preventive maintenance of gas turbine auxiliary systems are also 
of utmost importance for reliable unit operation.
 Area classification is an important design consideration especially in the ME region and special attention to 
the filtration system is a must.
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Q & A
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